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it sounds like cakewalk has made a number of big changes to sonar 8.5 producer. one of the best
things about the old producer was that it was a one-stop shop for all your effects needs. that's no
longer the case. this is going to make things a bit more difficult for those of us who like to keep a
well-organized collection of plug-ins. it should also make it a bit easier for those of us who like to
start with a clean slate and build an effects collection. there's no getting around the fact that it'll
take more work, but that's to be expected when a company has gone to the time and expense of
adding so many new effects to sonar. hi all, thanks for reading this, it's been a while since i posted,
and i guess i was just wondering if there was anything new with cakewalk sonar producer 8.5? or if
there was anything i should know? thanks again hi! i'm a new cakewalk user and i have a question.
i'm using sonar 8.5 producer. i've already opened the "studio" folder and made the patch files. but
when i open them, there is no change in my project. why? hi i just bought sonar 8.5 producer and am
using version 8.5.1. if i have multiple tracks selected in the main view and i try to export them as an
aiff file, the save as dialog box does not give me the option to do this, even though the export option
is clearly visible. i can only export individual tracks as a wave file, which is quite strange. is there a
way around this or some way of giving me the option to export multiple tracks as an aiff file? hi
everyone, i have a question. i recently purchased sonar 8.5 producer. it came with sonar 8.5.1. i had
to run the following command on cmd to get it to work: % system32%\setup.exe /q /norestart /l*v
c:\users\{username}\desktop\setup log\install.log
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